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Abstract: Cloud computing is modern technology that has led to significant change in different 
fields of life by providing different kinds of servicer like hardware and software on user demands 
based on pay and gain rule. Due to the rapid growth of cloud computing it faces different kinds 
of issues, and resource allocation is one of them. For the improvement of resource allocation 
system in cloud computing different kinds of technique are used, and load balancing technique is 
one of them. In this paper we discuss resource allocation system in virtual machines (VM) 
because when a user sends data in VM then a situation may occur that some VM are overloaded 
and some become underloaded, which may lead to failure of system or request delay. For 
improvement of this situation different researchers used different algorithms in load balancing 
technique for cloud computing. This paper only focuses on BAT algorithms which are used for 
load balancing technique in improved resource allocation system for VM and also defines those 
rules which are used for improvement in load balancing technique in cloud data centre. 
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1 Introduction 

Cloud computing is contemporary equipment which is 
convenient on the demand network access for sharing and 
spooling of resources on the network like servers, storages, 
and different application services. Cloud computing 
mentions both application and hardware. The application 
carried as facilities on the internet and the hardware and 
system software in the data centres storage and other 
applications services (Ullah et al., 2019a). People adopt new 
technology in order to achieve their required goals. Cloud 
computing is one way to get a huge amount of data in high 
speed and large memory storage. The exciting field of cloud 
computing change in to new IT land with large 
advancement in business and operation (Mandal and Sarkar, 

2019). Cloud computing is foremost archetype and used for 
IT land purpose. VM is consider as the facilitators and 
processing units in cloud environment. VM provide the user 
demand when it access for the data and efficient utilisation 
of these VM can achieved through affective load balancing. 
Cloud computing is new technology that shared 
infrastructure with dynamic provision network access. VM 
is one of the main elements of cloud computing it needs 
more efficient utilisation resource and for more effective 
proper load balancing technique need (Gangadhar et al., 
2019). Load balancing is technique used in cloud computing 
for management of resource on condition base that a 
maximum through put with slightest reaction time, also 
dividing traffic between server’s data and different user 
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without any delay. Due to the rapid growth of cloud 
computing client demanding about better service. To 
dubious this problems load balancing has become the 
important topic and its new technique used to reduce 
response time in providing maximum throughput. Load 
balancing technique received multiple requests from users 
to distribute them to the different devices according to their 
accessibility (Ullah et al., 2019b). BAT algorithm is one of 
the heuristic algorithms normally used for global 
optimisations. BAT algorithm is nature inspired algorithm 
which has many applications and it is inspired from 
echolocation behaviour of micro BATs with pulse rate and 
loudness as developed by Xin-she Yang in 2010 
(Chansombat et al., 2018). Normally nature inspired 
algorithms provide better result for solving real world 
problems. Due to that reason BAT algorithm is used in 
different optimisation problems. Load balancing is of them 
BAT algorithm used in optimisation purpose in cloud 
computing. Modified BAT algorithm for load balancing in 
virtual machine migration for improvement of different 
elements of cloud computing (Milani and Navimipour, 
2016). 

1.1 Main objectives of this study are 

 To provide information about BAT algorithm. 

 To study about load balancing technique and 
classification. 

 To study the role of BAT algorithm in load balancing 
technique for resource allocation system in VM for 
cloud computing. 

1.2 Source of information 

Different search engines are used for collection of papers: 

 Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com/. 

 IEEE Explore: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ 
Xplore/home.jsp. 

 ACM Digital Library: https://dl.acm.org/. 

 Science Direct: https://www.sciencedirect.com/. 

1.3 Search criteria 

Different terms or key words used for searching purpose 
like define cloud, load balancing, type of load balancing, 
algorithm, type of algorithm, BAT algorithm, type, 
modification in BAT algorithm and BAT algorithm used for 
load balancing purpose. This paper provides information 
about BAT algorithm load balancing, classification, criteria 
of load balancing and BAT algorithm used in cloud 
computing for load balancing purpose. This paper is 
organised as Section 1 introduction, Section 2 preliminary, 
Section 3 load balancing technique, Section 4 methodology, 
Section 5 implementation, Section 6 result and discussion  
 

and Section 7 conclusion. Figure 1 show the collection of 
papers in pre process and post process. 

Figure 1 Paper structure (see online version for colours) 

 

2 Preliminary 

This section defines those entire elements which are related 
about load balancing technique in cloud computing and 
BAT algorithm. Cloud computing is new technology that 
has significantly changed over the last decade. The 
deliveries of virtualised IT resources over the internet are 
performed with the help of it. These services are delivered 
with the rule of pay and gain on demand with real time 
service (Xiao et al., 2012). Cloud resources are providing as 
universal tools and any user can rent and release theses 
service with the help of internet. It becomes 21st century 
technology due to combination of high bandwidth 
communication and low cost computing with storage. Cloud 
computing is type of computing technology which 
facilitates in sharing the resource and service over internet 
rather than having theses service of local servers or personal 
computer. The combination of service resource and 
application resource are known as cloud computing (Umar 
and Baseer, 2016). Figure 2 show the cloud computing 
structure and application. 

Figure 2 Cloud computing structure and working  
(see online version for colours) 
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2.1 Types of cloud computing 

There are four types of cloud computing which are public, 
private, hybrid and community cloud. Private cloud 
computing used for a solitary association and it may be 
accomplished by the association itself or third party and it 
may be sited within the organisation or out of organisation. 
A public cloud is an infrastructure which is owned by an 
organisation selling cloud service for user or any public user 
and public cloud can be used for public business and many 
other activities (Premkamal et al., 2020). Hybrid cloud 
comprises two or more clouds that may be private or public 
and used for different reason and public cloud use for less 
sensitive data and private used for more sensitive data. 
Community cloud is when numerous administrations 
cooperatively build and segment the same infrastructure and 
as well as their information and values (Wu et al., 2016). 
Figure 3 shows the cloud types. 

Figure 3 Structure of cloud computing (see online version  
for colours) 

 

2.2 Cloud computing architecture 

Normally cloud computing is divided into four layers. 
Application layer is the first layer of the model and it 
contains the actual cloud application. These are different 
from traditional applications. Platform layer controls the 
operating system and solicitation frame work the persistence 
of stage layer is to diminish the burden of developing an 
application and also provide API for storage. Infrastructure 
layer used for dynamic resource management system. This 
layer used for storage management making physical 
resources using as virtualisation (O’Driscoll et al., 2013). 
Hardware layer is where the physical resources are 
managed,. including switch, power system, router and 
cooling system. Normally the hardware layer is 
implemented in the data centre and contains thousands of 
servers and other devices are interconnected therefore the 
traffic management power and cooling system are also in 
this centre (Zhang et al., 2010). 

2.3 Characteristic of cloud computing 

Cloud computing has succeeded in bringing change in the 
different fields of life it has different models and layers 
which consist of different characteristics. Availability of 
cloud computing refers to the network performance which 
consists of software and hardware collectively service 
during executation. Previously the availability of these has 
been limited due to local installation of resource or due to  
 
 

traditional use. With the advent in cloud service resource 
are shift in to cloud. Due to cloud computing it provide high 
availability and stability for every type of user in different 
fields (Kaushik and Gandhi, 2020). Scalability is the 
attribute that presents the ability of software, network, and 
process of an organisation to manage the increase of user 
demand. Normally in cloud computing scalability means 
frequently speed. The ability of system or product 
continuous working after it context change like volume or 
size in order to meet the user need (Zissis and Lekkas, 
2012). Cloud security consists of different policies and 
technology that work together to protect cloud system long 
with data base from unauthorised access and attracters. 
Cloud security is joint responsibility of cloud provider and 
business owner or end user. Cloud security addresses both 
physical and logical issue in different model and layer 
(Ullah and Nawi, 2020). Cloud automation is broad term 
which refers to the processes, tools, and resource that an 
organisation uses to reduce the manual efforts it associated 
with the managing cloud computing workloads. It can apply 
with different types of cloud computing. Cloud automation 
is fundamental building block for the cloud computing. It 
also can apply in software layer where complex system used 
to configure one and rolled out the system balances the 
network system. It aims to make all activities related to 
computing as fast and efficient and hand off as possible 
through the use of various systems (Buyya et al., 2009b). 
Virtualisation is one of the main characters of cloud 
computing which refers as virtual, rather than actual of 
something. The main role of cloud computing is to provide 
computing resources and with the help of the internet, it can 
share resources like software, hardware, and different 
applications. Virtualisation concept was started in 1960 and 
early 1970 where IBM spent consideration time to introduce 
more reliable and time sharing technology that is known as 
virtualisation (Fox et al., 2009). One of the main elements 
of virtualisation are virtual machines (VM), in which a 
single physical resource can appear as multiple resources. 
This process can be achieved with the help of a virtual 
machine. It contains matched environment for a physical 
computer system run an operating system and applications.  
Figure 4 shows the different types of virtualisation in cloud 
computing. 

Figure 4 Types of virtualisation 
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VM can be implemented with the help of software, 
framework, and hardware. In some environments different 
virtual machines are running in the different operating 
system; in one system they are monitored by the hypervisor 
(Buyya et al., 2009b). This paper covers all load balancing 
techniques which are used for the improvement of VM 
resource allocation system in cloud computing. 

3 Load balancing technique 

Load balancing is a technique used in cloud computing for 
management of resource on condition base that a maximum 
through put with slightest reaction time, also dividing traffic 
between server’s data and different users without any delay. 
Due to the repaid growth of cloud computing client 
demanding about better service. To incredulous this 
problems load balancing has become the important topic 
and its new technique used to reduce response time in 
providing maximum throughput. Load balancing technique 
received multiple request from user cites distribute them to 
the different device according to their accessibility. If load 
balancing is not used in client computing then user waits for 
a long time when he requests for any resource (Cheng and 
Bounfour, 2016). Figure 5 shows the classification of load 
balancing. 

Figure 5 Classification of load balancing 

  

Fundamentally there are two main types of load balancing 
which are static load balancing and dynamic load balancing 
which can be divided into different sub groups. In static 
load balancing the enactment depends on the current state 
and the implementation also effect on the current state. The 
main theme of load balancing is to reduce the overall time 
consumption. It normally works homogenous and stable 
environment and provides good result (Cui et al., 2018). 
Dynamic load balancing is the process which can be 
changed at any stage and any location and no need previous 
knowledge. The main benefit of dynamic load balancing is 
that if any node fail it does not distress the entire system it 
affects only the current stage. Non-distributed load 
balancing the network node work discretely to realise a 
collective goal each node works its own. Distributed load 
balancing can be divided in to two types these are 
centralised and semi-centralised. Centralised load balancing 

is the type of load balancing solitary node are designs for 
the network and algorithms are designed for that node and 
are responsible for the entire system (Kaur and Luthra, 
2012). In semi distributed dynamic load balancing the node 
is divided in to clusters and each cluster contains the load 
balancing out of these clusters one cluster is selected as 
master node and which contain all the responsibility of the 
entire network. Distributed dynamic load balancing 
algorithm works in the distributed form it executed by all 
nodes which are present in the system. Task of scheduling 
shared among all of them. Cooperative load balancing all 
the node work cooperative together and they have common 
objective for example improvement the response time and 
makespan (Alakeel, 2010). No cooperative load balancing 
in this kind of load balancing all node work independently 
toward their goal and they have no cooperation with each 
other. Deterministic load balancing is that time of load 
balancing in which tasks are assigned without any 
information of current load status. The task is assigned in 
the network without information in system it checks with 
threshold whether it needs more tasks or not (Kaur and 
Luthra, 2012). 

3.1 Why load balancing technique in cloud 
computing 

Even though a lot of resource data is distributed such that it 
is possible for a large number of user request to small 
number of resource. Then remain large number of resource 
not being used. Thus large pool or resources are affected. 
By load balancing technique used to distributed load among 
many resource as even they possible. This is called an 
efficient load balancing therefore in cloud computing load 
balancing technique need and update at each moment and 
period of time (Xiong et al., 2017). 

3.2 Load balancing challenges 

Cloud computing is becoming more attractive in advanced 
research field. Some of the main issues in load balancing 
challenges are geographical distribution resource in general 
data centre of cloud computing are geographically 
distributed for computing purpose. These resources and 
nodes are treated as single location system for efficient 
executation of user request. When some loads balancing are 
design for small purpose they affect like network delay, 
communication delay, distance. Thus designing load 
balancing algorithm is needed to overcome this issue 
(Beloglazov et al., 2011). Single points of failure in this 
case various algorithms are designed where some technique 
is non-distributed and the control made my centre node. In 
the centre node fails then the entire system crash the system. 
Therefore no need to develop such condition algorithm 
(Ullah et al., 2018). Virtual machine migration process 
allows creating several VMs from physical machine. These 
VMs are independent have different configuration. If 
physical machine gets overloaded then it shifts to VMs. 
Where it check which VM are under loaded and which one 
is overloaded with VM migration load balancing approach 
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(Wood et al., 2007). Storage management cloud computing 
solve the old tradition data storage problems that need 
personal management system with high cost along with 
hardware. Nowadays cloud allowed the user to store data 
and access that data with any problems. But due to the rapid 
growth of user increase day by day it causes replication and 
inconsistency of data. Due to the replication of data it makes 
complexity for load balancing technique. Therefore need to 
developed more accurate and efficient load balancing 
technique (Rimal et al., 2009). Load balancer stability on 
user demand viability and scalability of cloud service need 
quickly due to good load balancer it can be achieved. For 
good load balancer it needs proper load balancing in cloud 
computing that provide good viability in service (Ullah et 
al., 2017). Algorithm complexity in cloud computing needs 
simple and easy to implement a complex algorithm will 
reduce the performance and efficiency of cloud system 
(Calheiros et al., 2011). Heterogeneous node during early 
research in cloud load balancing, researchers theorised 
about homogeneous nodes. In cloud computing, user 
requirements change in early day cloud computing consist 
of homogenous node. But the user demand and change in to 
heterogeneous environment therefore now it need more 
accurate algorithm to minimise the response time and 
requirement (Knepper, 2017). 

3.3 Load balancing performance metrics 

Cloud load balancing techniques, unlike their traditional on-
premise counterparts, are less expensive and simple to 
implement. Enterprises can make their client applications 
work faster and deliver better performances, that too at 
potentially lower costs. To check the load balancing 
accuracy and performance these metrics are used. 
Throughput used for the calculation of the entire task those 
have been finished and the recital of several coordination is 
enhanced if the throughput is high. Fault tolerance means 
the system regaining from failure. Load balancing is a good 
method to shelter from fault tolerant (Wang et al., 2019). 
Migration time means the time in which one job or 
possessions migrate from one node to other nodes. If we 
minimise migration time then the enactment of the system 
will increase. Response time it is processed in which an 
algorithm takes time to complete a particular assignment in 
the system. This factor should need for decreased for 
enhanced concert of the system. Scalability it is the capacity 
of an algorithm to execute load balancing for any 
determinate digit of nodes of system (Kapgate, 2014). 
Network stability is the capacity of a network to execute it 
work load properly to the destination. The performance of 
the network which measure the number of job complete 
with. This paper focus on the improvement of load 
balancing technique in cloud computing for resource 
allocation system in VM (Tang and Chanson, 2000). For the 
improvement of VM resource allocation system different 
algorithm used by different researcher. 

3.4 Algorithm 

Algorithms are set of the formula used for solving problems 
on the basis of sequence and specific action. A set of 
unambiguous instructions that are used for a given set of 
instruction and performed an action to achieve certain goals 
that have been recognisable (Coello et al., 2007). Normally 
algorithms are classified in to three types: Figure 6 shows 
the classification of the algorithms. 

Figure 6 Classification of algorithms 

 

These three main types of algorithm are inspired for 
different thing but this study we focus on nature inspired 
algorithms which are mention in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 Shows the types of BAT algorithm 

 

Figure 7 show the nature inspired algorithms, which  
are a set of rules used to solve novel problems they inspire 
from nature. Some of nature-inspired algorithm are artificial 
neural networks (ANN), fuzzy systems (FS), evolutionary 
computing (EC), and swarm intelligent (SI). In this study, 
the algorithm belongs to SI group. This paper BAT 
algorithm selected and we check at which section of load 
balancing purpose for improvement of resource allocation 
system BAT algorithm used. Next section consists of BAT 
algorithm definition. 

3.5 BAT algorithm 

BAT is one of the metaheuristic nature-inspired algorithms 
normally used for global optimisations. They which have 
many applications and it inspired from echolocation 
behaviour of micro BATs with pulse rate and loudness and 
it developed by Xin-she Yang in 2010. Figure 8 shows the 
two main types of BAT algorithm along with their type.  
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Echolocation almost 1,000 species of BAT and their size 
start from 1.5 gram to 1 kg. Normally echolocation used by 
micro BAT. Micro BAT have poor eyesight and good 
hearing it make them to know about insert flying. Micro 
BAT hunt in dark using technique called echolocation to 
find insects. Till 1950 few people know about how BAT 
found their ground way in darkness until Donald Griffin 
discovered echolocation. BAT can see but some can see 
better and few species are flying in darkness (Wang and 
Anderson, 2019). There are two main types of echolocation 
which are low duty cycle echolocation and high duty cycle 
echolocation. Low duty cycle echolocations estimate the 
distance from an object based on time and sound when the 
echo returns the call of BAT. Echolocation among the 
loudest airborne sound from the echolocation among the 
animals. High duty cycle echolocation gives BATs 
information about the motion and the three dimensional 
location of prey (Wheeler et al., 2016). This type of 
echolocation a BAT emits continues call while listening to 
the change in the frequency of then return echo. Most BAT 
type used sonar known as echolocation which is used for 
communication and recognise different type of insects sense 
to their prey and movie without hitting any obstacle even in 
darkness. BAT algorithm used frequency tuning technique 
for increase the diversity of the solutions in the population it 
used zooming system to balancing system for exploration 
and explications during the search process with the help of 
pulse emission rate and loudness of BAT (Wertheim et al., 
2014). Normally BAT sent signal with the help of loudness 
of frequency from 20 kHz to 200 kHz when the signal 
deflect back when they strike with the object, then echo 
signal create and back to BAT. For calculated the distance it 
measured the distance from the BAT to the object or 
destination of the object. BATs try to get the minimum 
object. They reduce their pulse rate when reached near to 
the object. BATs try to reach near to the distance and when 
the distance becomes zero (Wang et al., 2017). BAT is 
relatively new meta-heuristic optimisation algorithm it 
inspires by echolocation behaviour of BAT. It used for 
solving optimisation problems in continuous and discrete 
space now days it successfully applies in different field of  
life. Normally two main elements which affected the search 
of BAT algorithm which are expiations and exploration. 
Exploration is the process of an algorithm that used for 
promising the solution of various unknown region while the 
exploitation improved after they region are found. BATs 
adjust their position and frequencies according to the 
movement of prey (Fister et al., 2013). They adjust from 
different phase like search phase to approach phase and 
tracking phase to terminal phase. From phase to phase they 
arrange them self-according to the prey, normally BAT used 
two type of signal, narrowband and broadband these signal 
are future categorised into two types like modulated (FM) 
and signal and constant frequency (CF) signal for different  
 
 
 
 

purpose BAT used this signal like FM signal for target the 
distance. CS is used for detections from target motion to 
overcome from pulse echo overlap of BAT shorten duration 
of FM signal produced in the presence of pulse emission by 
one BATs to avoid this interface BAT cease vocalisation of 
sound waves and echo to avoid this senior BAT used 
vocalisation and enter silent mode. BAT avoid overlapping 
due to echo received during approach of target from 
terminal phase for prey capturing they come from angle in 
mouth side, if large angle then it increase the exploration 
they are able for target different prey with the help of 
echolocation (James, 1985). Figure 8 shows the sound 
calculation of BAT echo system. 

Figure 8 Calculation of distance 

  

In Figure 8 it shows that when BAT make sound it spared to 
different prey in frequency form after that when it time to 
count the distance it collected all the signal then the 
distance. Natures inspired are the most powerful algorithms 
and design for optimisation purpose BAT is one of them. It 
can used for nonlinear with single and multi-object function. 
It run independently and targets the node in order to make 
localised coordination (McClelland et al., 2016). Equation 
(1) the movement of BAT for food source. 

c
f fo

c vs
    

 (1) 

c vr
f fo

c

   
 

 (2) 

c vr
f fo

c vr

    
 (3) 

where 

 c is the velocity of the waves in the medium. 

 vr is the velocity of the source if it moves to source 
then it called positive signal. 

 vs is the velocity of source if it moves away from the 
source then it called positive signal. 

Figure 9 shows the main application of BAT algorithm 
which are used in different files. 
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Figure 9 BAT algorithm application 

  

4 Methodology 

Cloud computing consists of three main layer which are 
software layer, platform layer and infrastructure layer. 

Figure 10 Different layer of cloud computing  
(see online version for colours) 

  

Figure 10 shows the three main layers of cloud computing 
and load balancing technique are performance at each layer 
during the load balancing process these layers are divided in 
to sub groups which are mention in the figure and these sub 
groups are used for improvement load balancing technique 
for different section. 

 

 

 

Figure 11 VM development process 

  

Figure 11 shows the internal structure of VM it consists of 
two main parts which are VM development phase and VM 
management system. First phase consist of VM creation, 
VM configuration, VM start-up and application 
development. In development phase these element are 
developed during data centre development or network 
establishment phase. In second phase VM management 
which consists of VM life cycle, VM scheduling, 
Application process in VM, VM migration and physical 
management. Second phase can be change during the 
request demand or according the requirement. Different 
algorithms are implementing in this layer. Figure 12 shows 
load balancing policies which are used for implementing 
these algorithms. 

Figure 12 Load balancing policies in VM (see online version  
for colours) 

 

Normally four main strategies are used in load balancing 
technique for cloud computing which are information 
strategy, triggering strategy, transfer strategy and location 
strategy. They can be divided in to different sub types and 
different researchers use algorithms by using these policies. 
Data centre consists of N hosts and each host consists of 
different number of VM. 
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4.1 Cloud data centre 

Cloud data centre consist of physical and virtual 
infrastructure resources that consist of server and network 
system and different resources. Different user demands can 
access with the help of these data centre in accurate and fast 
time. It contains large amount of data and information 
which work certain rule and regulation (Buyya et al., 
2009b). Figure 13 shows the data centre of cloud 
computing. 

Figure 13 Structure of data centre (see online version  
for colours) 

 

Data centre normally used to control the various activities 
such as VM creation and destruction, routing of user 
request, network management, resource management and 
load balancing. Data centre broker is responsible for 
assigning or mapping the cloudlets to the VMs. Service 
broker is the main responsibility of these components is to 
handle the traffic routing between user base and data 
centres. There are different policies and the service broker 
can user one of them. Host is the physical model of services 
in a cloud-based data centre (Xue et al., 2017). It consist of 
memory and storage list of processing element (PE) in a 
multi core of machine in all allocation policy of sharing and 
the processing power among the virtual machine, memory 
and bandwidth. Host classes associated with the data centre 
and used for hosting VM. It takes action when it related 
about scheduling of VM according to the VM allocation 
policy. VM load balancer: VM load balancer is main 
technique which is used to determine which cloudlets for 
processing are assigned to VM (Buyya et al., 2009a). VM 
provisioner is the abstract class which represents the 
provisioning policy that a VM monitor the VM allocating 
host. Main role of VM provisioner is it selected the viable 
host data in data centre which control meet memory storage 
and viability and requirement for VM development. 
Cloudlets are the grouping the user requests, the numbers of 
request are bundled in to single and configurable form. It 
carries the information such as request of execution of 
command and size and input and output files. It is 
responsible for the creation of cloudlets or task along with  
 
 

the characteristic of those cloudlets and it public class it 
show the ID of the VM to which it mapped. VM allocation 
policy it is abstract class which is used to implements the 
host provisioning policy (Mushtaq et al., 2017). It is 
responsible for the allocation and deal location of VM with 
the hosts. Allocation policy is the class which is responsible 
for assigning the caller for specified allocation scheme and 
finding the idea host for the VM. Cloud information service 
(CIS) the architecture of data centre consists of CIS is the 
repository which contains all the information about all 
available resource in cloud environment and it registry of 
data centre. When we developed data centre then it register 
to the CIS and different hosts are present in data centre. 
Each host has different PEs with RAM and bandwidth 
characteristics. Virtual machine also contains the above 
element. Different capacity of VM used according to their 
demand and network requirement (Mishra et al., 2017). 

5 Implementation 

BAT algorithm implement in VM to check the load 
balancing technique in cloud computing. It used to search 
optimal VM among all the available VM for exestuation of 
incoming job. When any task arrives in load balancer BAT 
assign the best VM. When they become under loaded and 
overloaded BAT algorithm manager them. Let VM = [VM1, 
VM2, VM3, …, VMn] where N is virtual machine and  
task = [k1, k2, k3, …, k] k is number of task. In BAT 
algorithm every number of initial populations is uniformly 
distributed randomly between 0 and n – 1.The position of 
BAT are Xij  [0, n] velocity is Vij where I present the 
population and j present jth task thus the initialisation 
formula is 

 ij min max minX X X X     (4) 

where 

max minX n and X 0   (5) 

δε [0, 1] is random number of distance for search next step 

 i min max minf f f f B     (6) 

 t 1 t t
j iIJ ij ijV V X gbest Xf     (7) 

t i t t 1
ij ij ijX X V    (8) 

B  [0, 1] is the random number put for uniform 
distribution. gbest is the best number of task put in VM fi is 
the frequency of BAT (i). (t) is the current number of 
iteration. Local search uniformly distributed random 
number. 

t 1 t 1 t
ij IjX X rand( 1, 1) A      (9) 

where R and (–1, 1) is uniform distribution At is the average 
loudness of the tth is iterations 
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For update loudness and pulse emission and frequency 
make the following update. 

i newf f  (10) 

t 1 t
i iAi αA   (11) 

 t 1 t rt
i iδ δ 1 e    (12) 

The above equations show the BAT algorithm different 
steps which are used during implementation process of the 
algorithm (Willebeek-LeMair and Reeves, 1993). Figure 14 
show the working of VM. 

Figure 14 VM working steps (see online version for colours) 

 

6 Result and discussion 

In this section discuss about all those paper which are 
selected for post process after that only 17 papers are 
selected because in these papers BAT algorithm is used for 
load balancing purpose for improvement of resource 
allocation system in VM as we know that there are different 
methods and technique used for improvement of load 
balancing technique in cloud computing. 

Figure 15 Search engine result (see online version for colours) 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Summary of papers 

No. Author Year Algorithm Technique 
Load 

balancing 
area 

1 Agostinho 
et al. 

2011 BAT Load 
balancing 

VM 

2 Dasgupta et 
al. 

2013 BAT Load 
balancing 

VM 

3 Szczypta 
and Shao 

2014 BAT Load 
balancing 

VM 

4 Kavousi  
et al. 

2015 BAT/ 
hybrid 

Load 
balancing 

VM 

5 Abdullahi 
and Ngad 

2016 BAT/ 
hybrid 

Task 
scheduling 

VM 

6 Sharma  
et al. 

20016 BAT Task 
scheduling 

VM QOS 

7 Madni  
et al. 

2017 BAT/ 
hybrid 

Task 
scheduling 

VM QOS 

8 Zafar  
et al. 

2018 BAT Resource 
allocation 

VM 

9 Priya  
et al. 

2019 Hybrid 
BAT 

QOS VM 

10 Varshney et 
al. 

2019 Hybrid 
BAT 

Resource 
scheduling 

Load balancer 

11 Ullah et al. 2019b BAT Load 
balancing 

VM 

12 Pattanaik  
et al. 

2019 BAT Task Load balancer 

13 Jian 2019 BAT/ 
hybrid 

Task 
scheduling 

VM QOS 

14 Krishnadoss 
and Jacob 

2019 Hybrid 
BAT 

Task VM 

15 Pan and 
Dao 

2019 Hybrid 
BAT 

Energy VM 

16 Priya  
et al. 

2019 BAT QOS VM 

17 Li et al. 2019 Hybrid 
BAT 

QOS VM 

Figure 15 shows all those paper which are selected for post 
process which are mentioned in Table 1. Total 58 papers are 
selected for post process in which just 17 papers are 
important for this study which are listed in Table 1 with 
references. 

In Table 1 mention all those paper about BAT algorithm 
which are used for load balancing purpose in cloud 
computing. The table shows the author name, year, 
technique and in which section they are used. 

Figure 16 shows the total number of papers which are 
used load balancing purpose using BAT algorithm. 
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Figure 16 Yearwise paper (see online version for colours) 

 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we collected all those papers about BAT 
algorithm which are used for improvement in load 
balancing technique for cloud computing. In the preliminary 
section we discuss about cloud computing, type and main 
element about cloud computing. In that section we define 
algorithm along with brief discussion about BAT algorithm. 
After the depth study about BAT algorithm using for 
improvement in load balancing technique more of the 
researchers used in VM improvement policy. BAT 
algorithm is used for improvement in cloud computing for 
improvement in QOS, energy management, resource 
scheduling and load balancing. Most of the researchers try 
to improve BAT algorithm selection site it is used for 
arranging the load among various VMs. Infrastructure layer 
is used for modification in the network. By using selection 
policy most of the researchers used these two sections in the 
network. Fewer researchers used transform method for 
optimisation in cloud computing. 
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